The Choice Factory
25 behavioural biases that influence what we buy
By Richard Shotton

THE BOOK IN A NUTSHELL
People are not great decision makers. We can easily be unconsciously influenced — often by
irrelevant things. The book reviews 25 biases and then suggests how they can be applied to
Marketing/Advertising.
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THE BOOK
1. Fundamental Attribution Error
Our behaviour is heavily influenced by the environment we are in (we underestimate the
importance of context over personality).
Trainee Priests were asked to complete a questionnaire to understand their motivation for
going into the Church. They were then split into two groups: those who were motivated to
help others versus those who wanted salvation for their own souls. They were asked to
deliver a talk in another building. They were asked to hurry on to get there (Low rush,
medium rush or high rush). Along the way they passed a person who was pretending to be
in distress. The key discriminator as to if the trainee Priest stopped was the time he had
rather than his values. The situation not the person determined behaviour.
When people are busy they suffer from a narrowing of their cognitive mind — I.e., they don’t have the mental
space to fully assess things widely, so are less likely to make quality decisions.

Applications/Implications:
1) Don’t try to communicate to people when they are rushing.
A study found recall jumped from 25% to 45% when viewing time increased from
less than a second to between 1-2 seconds.

2) Target contexts as well as target audience — Where and when the ad is placed heavily
influences message take up.
2. Social Proof
We are unconsciously influenced by other people (and the more important they are to us, the more
influential they are).
Applications/Implications:
1) State popularity (e.g. ‘Eight out of ten cats prefer Whiskas’).
2) Tailor the claim — the closer you can get to identify with the social group, the greater the
likelihood of influence — e.g. Costa talks about ‘coffee lovers’ not just drinkers.
3) Do not assume people know how popular your brand is — Tell them.
4) Think creatively — Find an angle that you are number one on (e.g., dark chocolate bars). If not
#1, try to create the illusion of your popularity (e.g., when Apple launched the iPod, all the
earphones were white, making them appear more common).

3. Negative Social Proof
What other people are NOT doing can also be as influential as what other people are doing. So
beware the trap of accidentally reinforcing the negative behaviour e.g. The Guardian — “More
people are reading the Guardian than ever, but fewer are paying for it” , e.g. NHS — “Only 4% of
people donate blood”.
Applications/Implications:
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1) Don’t state the unwanted behaviour.
2) Flip the statistics — 97% of visitors leave the wood vs 3% steal the wood.
3) Shift the mindset — Our actions are shaped by the way we think others might behave in that
situation. However, we are often inaccurate. So state the surprising positive.

4. Distinctiveness
We are hard wired to notice what’s distinctive.
A German researcher gave participants a long list of three letters: jrm, tws, bnm etc.
Interspersed amongst them was 153. People were able to recall the one distinctive
groupings than the letters.

Applications/Implications:
1) Subvert category norms — ‘Zig when others zag’ (as John Hegarty wrote). If major lager
brands sponsor football, do something different. Distinctive work is more likely to come out a
small number of decision-makers than a committee.
2) Prove to your clients why sameness is not safe but deadly — Clients like past examples to
support a campaign. But the very nature that a past example exists proves it should not be
done.

5. Habit
Nearly half of all behaviour is habitual. Habits are also hard to break. The good news is habits are
content related (think stimulus response). So change the environment and you can shift the habit.
It can often take a life changing event (off to university, moving house, having a baby, ill health etc)
that allows a new brand to enter the repertoire.
The author studied 10 product categories and six life events for each. Consumers
were more likely to switch brands when they had undergone a life changing event.

Applications/Implications:
1) Target people at points of change — Facebook for example, captures data on people when
they move house or end a relationship.
2) Shake consumers out of their automatic behaviour — wake them out of their habitual trance to
help them make new choices. Cf Sainsbury’s ad with Jamie Oliver where talks about people
‘sleep shopping’.
3) Advertise at moments of reflection — People become very reflective just before they have a
‘BIG’ birthday (e.g., 30, 40, 50 etc). Many X9ers undertake new behaviours in that year — e.g.,
there is a 48% greater likelihood to run their first marathon in the X9 years. Sadly, there is also
an increase in affairs during these X9 years as well.

6. The Pain of Payment
We feel the pain of loss more with cash than we do with credit cards.
Thus, any means you can distance the purchaser from the tangibility and instantness of cash loss
will seduce people to spend.
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MIT students took part in a sealed bid auction to buy a pair of basketball tickets.
Half were told they had to pay cash, the other half had to pay by credit card. The
average bid for those paying by cash was $29. By card $61.

Applications/Implications:
1) Invest in cashless technology (cf cashless giving, pre-paid gift cards).
2) Remove the £ sign — Byron (amongst others) have removed the £ sign so ’14.99’ is
more abstract. Experiments in US have shown removing the $ sign led to an increase in sales of
8%.
3) Consider charm pricing — £3.99 feels a lot less than £4.00. Charm pricing makes 9%
improvement in perceptions of value for money.
4) Manipulate the time frame — The shorter the time frame makes it more tangible.
In an experiment the authors showed four variants of the same car deal: Either
chunking it into £4.57 a day, £32 a week, £139 a month or £1668 a year. The shorter
the time frame made the car feel better value/more attainable.

5) Wrap it in a story — Explain why the deal is now (e.g. clearing back stock etc).

7. The Danger of Claimed Data
People often claim to do things they do not (cf the great quote from Sir David Ogilvy, “People don’t
think how they feel; they don’t say what they think and they don’t do what they say” — Ed).
Analysis of 1.5 million members of dating websites have found that men are four
times more likely to claim they earn over $100K and posted photos of when they
were younger. Furthermore their average height was 2” taller than the national
average. Men also overclaim on their number of sexual partners. A survey in 2010
found heterosexual men claim to have had sex with on average 12 women whilst
women claim only eight.

Applications/Implications:
1) Ask what they think others would do.
2) Don’t ask. Observe.
3) Mask the real objective.
Respondents were asked to assess the attractiveness of various people. For one half,
they showed the people carrying a New Look bag, the other half, a Top Shop bag.
The people carrying the Top Shop bag were assessed as more attractive than those
with the New Look bag.

4) Found data — i.e. ‘exhaust’ data produced through their normal day to day activities (e.g., their
search history or www.answerthepublic.com which identifies the way people ask questions).
8. Mood
Your mood affects what you focus on.
For example, when more stressed, people will notice fewer ads than when relaxed. Snickers for
example started targeting people by mood by mining information from Google’s ad server,
DoubleClick (now called Ad Stack — Ed).
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Applications/Implications:
1) Target people when in a good mood — e.g., during enjoyable events/time (such as Friday/
Saturday).
2) Match the message to the mood — High energy films are better received when in a positive
state.
9. Price Relativity
We make decisions based on comparison (often to other brands in the same category).
Thus, price is relative and based on the context. For example, PG Tips can appear better value for
money when compared to Twinnings than when compared to own brand-label teas.
In an experiment, people were prepared to pay 28% more for a Cobra beer when
the comparator base was wines not beer.

The illusion below depicts this principle well:

Applications/Implications:
1) Shift the competitive set — Redbull and Nespresso are able to charge higher prices partly to do
with how they broke away from their natural competitive set.
2) Introduce a premium line — This makes the standard range seem better value for money.
In an experiment, customers interested in buying a camera were asked to choose
between two cameras, priced at $170 and $240. 50% chose each option. In another
group, they were asked to choose between these two cameras and a third, priced at
$470. 22% chose the $170 camera, 57% the $240 and 21% the $470 camera. Thus,
introducing the more expensive camera increased the number of people who bought
the middle option.

10. Primacy Effect
The order we receive information affects how it is interpreted. Our first experience with something
is often more influential.
Psychologist Asch described a person to one group of students first with positive
attributes (such as intelligent and industrious), before ending with negative attributes
(such as stubborn and envious). In a separate group the order was reversed, with
negative attributes first being expressed. The students who heard the positive
attributes first, assessed the person more favourably.
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Applications/Implications:
1) Go first — Ideally be the first ad in the break.
2) Make your first impression as impressive as possible — Dial it up. Build strong imagery with
the values easiest to be associated with as opposed to those values most associated with the
category (I.e. another take on Byron Sharp’s mental availability — Ed)

11. Expectancy Theory
Our expectation/perception of something can be influenced by the context/surroundings.
Psychologist, Brian Wansink asked customers in a Cafe in Illinois how much they
would pay for a chocolate brownie. One group were given the brownie to taste on
a paper napkin, another group on a paper plate and the third group the brownie
was served to them on a china plate. In all cases the brownie was the same.
Those given the brownie on a napkin said they would be prepared to pay 53c, vs
76c for paper plate and $1.27 for the china plate.

Applications/Implications:
1) Presentation is as important as product — thus, packaging, presentation in store etc. all play a
role in driving perception. As Ludwig von Mises, an Australian economist, once said, “If you run
a restaurant there is no healthy distinction to be made between the value you create by
cooking the food, and the value you create by sweeping the floor”.
2) Craft your copy — Good copywriting can influence perception.
A menu rewritten from ‘Red beans and rice’ to ‘Cajun red beans and rice’ increased
students rating of the food.

12. Confirmation Bias
We see what we believe. I.e. we focus on and seek information that reaffirms our existing belief.
Football supporters from each side counted more fouls against their team than fouls
committed by their own team.
Over 1,000 voters were asked their view on a proposed new policy. Half were told
the policy came from one party. Half from their own party. When the policy was seen
to come from their own party, they were significantly more likely to agree with the
policy.

Applications/Implications:
1) Identify who most likely to influence — ‘Triage’ your audience to work out where your best
return on marketing investment will pay out. It’s difficult to convince a brand rejector as they will
have selective focus and misinterpret information to match their existing views. Likewise, it is
not worth wasting money communicating to people who will be buying your brand anyway.
Similarly ignore heavy buyers (as probably already buying as much as they can reasonably
consume).
2) Identify when to talk to rejecters (assuming you have to).
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Research by Festinger suggests that we are more able to influence hard to
convince people when they are distracted (as their critical faculties are already
being used).

For example, consider using radio as it is typically a support medium when they are doing
something else. On TV it is best to target programmes where there is a lot of 2nd screening (e.g.
Love Island).
3) Influence rejecters with subtle associations/emotions rather than straight logic —This is more
likely to evade their critical faculties.

13. Overconfidence
We over-estimate our abilities.
88% of drivers think they are safer drivers than average. 90% of academics at
University of Nebraska thought they were higher than average at lecturing. 89%
of advertising agency staff think they were better at their jobs than their peers.

Applications/Implications:
1) Beware overconfidence — For example, agency and clients tend to assume their next piece of
creative work will knock the socks off the competition (so are prepared to shave the media
budget a bit). Also clients and agencies tend to jettison successful campaigns too soon (even
though they may start to see a drop-off in results, these campaigns still often outperform new
campaigns).
2) Overconfidence is growing — We live in a world of data yet extra data does not necessarily
lead to better decision-making.
Research conducted by Paul Slovic has shown that increased amount of
information does not necessarily lead to more accurate decision-making — just a
greater sense of self-confidence.

3) Turn consumer overconfidence to your advantage — The same applies to the general public,
so appeal to their ‘expertise/generosity’.

14. Wishful Seeing
An extension of confirmation bias: We see what we want to see. We cannot focus on all things so
we end up focusing on things that we agree with (and unconsciously choose to ignore stuff that
disagrees with our ‘map of reality’).
For example Brand Purpose — there is ‘evidence’ on both sides for and against Brand Purpose.
Shotton does not support Brand Purpose so goes to great lengths to discredit the evidence from
one source (Jim Stengel’s book, ‘Grow’).
Applications/Implications:
1) Beware getting trapped by your own paradigms —Ad agencies are guilty of this. They ‘believe’
certain things about what makes for great ads and then choose to ignore any evidence that
counters that view.
2) Be skeptical of anyone who claims to have a universal key to success — The world is too
complex for such simple solutions. Phil Rozenweig, Professor of Strategy at IMD wrote, “In a
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competitive market economy, performance is fundamentally relative, not absolute. Success or
failure depends not only on a company’s actions but also on those of its rivals”.

15. Media Context
Our perception is swayed by its context. Where you see an ad affects how we interpret it.
Information is not neutral.
In a piece of research, respondents were shown 30 different headlines —
supposedly taken from four different newspapers. The subjects then rated the
credibility of the headlines. The credibility was significantly enhanced by the
perceived trustworthiness of the newspaper itself.

Applications/Implications:
1) Focus on where your message is best consumed — With the massive growth in programmatic
buying in advertising, one can end up buying your audiences in the wrong places. This impacts
on the effectiveness of the communication (e.g., instead of paying the premium prices to reach
car buyers on the ‘What Car’ site, you serve them ads on a DIY site they also looked at. The
context could then be less influential).
2) The importance of waste — the medium is the message. Sure, you can communicate all you
want in a tiny space, but the confidence of a double page spread or a 60” TV ad says a lot
more about the brand.

16. The Curse of Knowledge
We assume people know what we know.
In an experiment, Psychologist, Elizabeth Newton asked people to tap out a famous
song, and see if other people could guess it. Out of 120 songs only 2.5% were
correctly identified.

Applications/Implications:
1) Force yourself to be a real consumer — In judging creative work, agency and clients pore over
every inch whilst normal people just give it a passing glance (Research by Lumen suggests online ads are looked at for 0.9 sec on average — with just 4% spending more than 2 seconds on
an ad). He recommends research methodologies that more closely mimic real life behaviour
(http://www.posterscope.com/virtuocity/).
2) Beware the ‘maximiser’ philosophy — Herbert Simon, a Carnegie Mellon Psychologist,
suggests most people are ‘Satisficers’ (i.e., “It’ll do” mentality. They are not looking for
perfection and are more driven to avoid the negative of a product being rubbish). However,
most marketers tend to be ‘Maximisers’ - in that they are so obsessed with their product they
focus on micro differences their brand has versus other brands. Frankly, that goes way over the
heads of most people as consumers are not making that level of subtle distinction in their
choices.

17. Goodhardt’s Law
When a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure.
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For example, when we are bonused against a specific outcome it forces some unexpected
behaviours/outcomes (e.g., sacrificing a larger sales next month to hit this month’s bonus).
In Hanoi, there was an outbreak of bubonic plague. To try to contain it, the French
Colonials offered a small reward for every rat’s tail. This led to people cutting off the
tails and then letting the tail-less rats go free.

The ubiquity of digital measures is leading to the same result. Ill-thought through digital targets
means people aim to hit these targets and forget the real task at hand.
Field and Binet’s work for the IPA has revealed short term goals as the key metric
has grown from 7% in 2006 to 33% in 2014.

What works best in the short term (especially in advertising) is not always what is best in the long
term. Marketers are focusing on easy to gain metrics than the more difficult ones (cf the great
Einstein quote,”Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted
counts” — Ed)
Applications/Implications:
1) Introduce a balanced set of measures — You are less likely to get bias if there are a range of
metrics set (e.g., short term cost per click and long term brand tracking). Also be aware not to
fall into the Rosser Reeves fallacy, where you compare effects of those who recognise the ad
and those who do not. The reality is people who use your brand will more likely notice and then
better rate your ad.
2) Allow room for discretion — We need to use data to help make better decisions but not be
blinkered and blinded by the data.
Sir Alex Ferguson sold Jaap Stam, partly based on data that showed he was
making fewer tackles. In reality he was making fewer tackles because he was
losing the ball less and intercepting more passes (so needed to make fewer
tackles). Ferguson later admitted it was the biggest mistake of his career.

18. The Pratfall Effect
Flaws make a person (or brand) more honest, credible and trusted.
In an experiment, an actor accidentally knocks over a coffee after answering some
questions. Later on respondents rated him more likeable than an edited version of
him with no spillage. The flaw made him more real. In another experiment people
were offered perfectly shaped cookies or rough edged cookie. People
overwhelmingly preferred the rough cookie (66%).

Applications/Implications:
1) Flaunt your flaws — cf the VW Beetle advertising (“It’s ugly but it gets you there”), Avis (“We’re
nos 2”), Guinness (“Good things come to those who wait”).
2) Ensure the flaw matches the brand — Weak brands are less able to get away with this tactic
than strong brands can (in the above experiment, the actor got 95% of the answers right. When he
only got 30% right his accident made him less appealing).
3) Express this through other media as well — Analysis of over 111,000 products found that
likelihood to purchase did not come from 5/5 online scores but 4.2-4.5/5. That is because showing
the flaws makes people believe the reviews more than if all are suggesting a brand is perfect.
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19. Winner’s Curse
In auctions, the winner typically pays over the odds.
When a large number of people are invited to guess something, their average is often very close to
reality. Likewise in an auction where the price is not known. It must therefore mean that the person
who wins is bidding over what the rest of the bidders think is the right price. Likewise programmatic
media auctioning means marketers are paying over the odds.
Applications/Implications:
1) Find unique ways of reaching your target audience — Define your media auction criteria in new
ways and avoid the standard way of demographics (e.g., ABC1 18-34 women). If however, you
define it slightly differently (e.g., by browser usage) , there will be less ‘competition’ and so the
price will be less inflated.
2) Identify when a target audience become valuable — Identify the time/event when your
customer is more likely to be open to your message. A lot of research has shown spontaneous,
non essential purchases increase on pay day.
3) Bid shaving — Decide what is the maximum you are prepared to pay to buy a thousand
impressions on-line. Then deliberately bid less.

20.The Power of the Group
We trust in the wisdom of the crowd. This means we are easily swayed by what most others do/
think.
Applications/Implications:
1) Prioritise group viewing moments — Research has shown that in groups, people experience
more highs and lows of emotions than when watched alone. Films, documentaries, and news
are twice as likely to be watched with others than other types of programming.
21. Veblen Goods
The price of something influences our perception of its quality/efficacy.
Dan Airiley recruited people to be given two small electric shocks — one before
and one after receiving a pain killer. Half the participants were given a pain killer
that they were told cost $2.50. The other half were given the same painkiller but
this time were told it cost 10c. 85% of those told the higher price said they
experienced less pain versus 61% for the cheap painkiller.

Applications/Implications:
1) Develop a portfolio — Price conveys a perception of quality. So over-invest in supporting your
premium ranges as this perception of quality will halo across the rest of the brand.
2) Discounters beware — The more often you discount, the more that discounted price become
the new norm. Sir Martin Sorrell once said, “Promotions are like bad cholesterol: they boost
sales but at a cost to brand health”.

22. The Replicability Crisis
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We blindly believe ‘research’ as if it is the unquestionable truth. However, research is not always
totally accurate.
A key principle of the advancement of scientific knowledge, is that the results from
an experiment can be replicated. 270 scientists were asked to replicate 98
published psychological experiments. Only 47% of the studies were successfully
replicated (to a set level of statistical significance). In a beautifully ironic twist,
scientist have even challenged the veracity of these findings!

Applications/Implications:
1) Be sceptical, not cynical — Do not take research on face value. Check it. Challenge it. That
said, many areas of marketing do not require the level of veracity scientific advancement of
knowledge needs to have.
2) Focus on Profit — The end goal for most brands is profit. Therefore, experiment your way to
success. The more times you experiment, the greater the chance of hitting on the right
‘formula’.

23. Variability
Nudges are not magic. They do not change all the people, all the time. Different people will react to
a ‘nudge’ in different ways. Thus we must not assume one ‘nudge fits all’.
Applications/Implications:
1) Test — Define your different target segments then test your way to find the optimum message
for each group.
2) Match the bias to the task — Not all cognitive biases are effective for all subject matters. So
again, one needs to test to find out which biases are most appropriate for the task in hand.

24. Cocktail Party Effect
We subconsciously filter out a lot of information, but we instinctively pick up on things that are
relevant to us.
For example, across the hubbub of a cocktail party, we filter out most of the chatter, but will hear
our name.
In the cacophony of media, relevancy is the key to cutting through.
Applications/Implications:
1) Adopt a softer approach — Get closer, but not too close — e.g. the ads could reference the
local area. This helps build the trust gap (an IPSOS MORI survey revealed that 38% of people
seldom or never trust advertising claims). Charitable ads in particular benefit from geographic
localisation (the more you can make an individual feel responsibility, the greater the chance of
them to act).

25. Scarcity
The less there is, the more desirable an item becomes.
As G.K. Chesterton once wrote, “The way to love anything is to realise that it might be lost”.
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Applications/Implications:
1) Limit the number of products the consumer can buy
Three supermarkets took part in an experiment. They offered Campbell’s soups at a
discount (79c vs 89c). At one shop there was no limit to the number of cans a
consumer could purchase. In another it was limited to four cans. In the third store, it
was limited to 12 cans. In the unregulated store the average number of purchases
was 3.3 cans. In the limited stores the average was 5.3 cans.

2) ‘Anchor’ the price — Once a price has been ‘anchored' in people’s minds it becomes the
number that defines value. So if the price is below the anchored price, they feel it is a ‘bargain’. De
Beers diamonds cleverly set the ‘value’ of love at three months salary.
3) Limit the time to buy — An old trick but is growing in sophistication. For example, Ocado offer
special deals on the last few pages before checking out (that are only valid for the time they are on
that page).
4) Publish that the short supply is due to high demand — then, you get the effect of scarcity and
social proof both kicking in.

Ethics
Behavioural economics can be seen as a positive force or a negative one, where we unconsciously
manipulate people into buying things they do not want or need.
A couple of counters:
1) Nudging works at the margins. It does not sway all the people all the time, in all areas. It also
cannot be abused due to things like the Advertising Standards Association.
2) The reality is Behavioural Economics is human nature — it has been around since the earliest
traders (All Behavioural Economics has done is to codify human behaviour). The best we can
do is to raise people’s awareness to it to give them more choices.
In the end the consumer will have the final vote. If a brand manipulates, then consumer will stop
buying and start complaining. Every brand wants to ensure its long term survival. If Behavioural
Economics principles starts to diminish this, then brands will stop using them and find other
methods to help drive their sales.
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CRITIQUE
A light, easy to digest book which lends itself to picking up and putting down. It succinctly packages
25 biases into a clear structure of principle/experiment/application to the advertising and marketing
community
That said, this is not a serious academic book (I think his experiments would not stand up to proper
scientific scrutiny). I rate Kahneman’s ‘Thinking fast and slow' as a significantly better book about
Behavioural Economics, but this is a much easier book to read and understand.

My advice is also his advice: Behavioural Economics is not some magic elixir for brand health.
Different biases create different levels of impact, so test your way to success — and remain a bit
sceptical over the research findings.
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An unashamed plug for my services!

A nudge ahead
of the curve

All you need to know about

Behavioural
Economics
to stay ahead of the competition
The workshop facilitates the brainstorming of potential
applications to the delegate’s brands based on a number of
key principles.
Thus everyone who attends will walk away with tangible
applications to their brands the very next day.
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